January 21, 2016

1. Consent Agenda:

1. Dropped Courses (available through eCATS in the myUK portal)
   - RUS 520 Russian Translation
   - RUS 530 Business Russian

Recall that a vote is not required for consent agenda items. If you have concerns about an item please contact me and it will be placed on the next live meeting agenda.

2. E-Vote Agenda:

1. New Courses (available through eCATS in the myUK portal)
   - BCH 556 Principles of Drug Design
   - BSC 625 Fundamentals of Biostatistics for Clinical and Translational Science
   - KHP 520 Program Evaluation
   - KHP 684 Diversity in Sport and Fitness Organizations
   - LIN 610 Advanced Computational/Corpus Linguistics
   - LIN 700 Advanced Seminar in Phonetics (subtitle required)
   - PA 684 Environmental Policy

   The motion is to approve all four new course requests

2. Course Changes available through eCATS in the myUK portal
   - KHP 577 Practicum in Kinesiology and Health Promotion
   - LIN 609 Advanced Semantics
   - LIS 676 School Media Practicum
   - MAT 547 Social and Psychological Aspects of Apparel

   The motion is to approve all five course change requests

Course Investigator reports are available for review on the “For Members Only” page. Please respond to me no later than Tuesday January 27th signifying:
In Favor
Opposed (please list the specific proposals)
Abstain